FOUNTAIN

1. WATER WALL
2. LOWER BASIN
3. WEIR
4. SEAT WALL + PLANTER EDGE

WATER WALL ELEVATION

GRANITE CLAD WITH WATER SHEETING

WEIR + LOWER POOL
SITESCAPES: AVONDALE BENCHES

SITESCAPES: NEW CASTLE (PEWTER COLOR)

SMITH STEEL WORKS: CLASSIC PICNIC TABLE

MAGLIN: OGDEN BENCH

SITESCAPES: ATHENS BIKE RACK

SITESCAPES: CITY VIEW FREE STANDING CHAIR AND FOUR LEG TABLE
LIGHTING

FORMS & SURFACES: APTOS PED POLE

FORMS & SURFACES: APTOS BOLLARD

HOLOPHANE: CHARLESTON POLE LIGHT
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

1. LARGE PLAY EQUIPMENT
2. SMALL PLAY EQUIPMENT
3. PLAY HILL + CATTAILE MISTERS
4. SWINGS
5. ZIPLINE